
Insights from a survey of 3,102
Church Leaders during this time
of upheaval and uncertainty 

LEADERSHIP
SNAPSHOT



22.3% 
Weekly Sabbath with life
giving people and places

22.65% 
Contemplative practices of
solitude, prayer and reflection

25% 
Recreational practices like running,
long walks, swimming, hiking, etc
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What specific practices have sustained
leaders through the last 2 years?
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Grace is not 
opposed to effort. 

It's opposed to earning.

https://dougpaul.org/


Places of Decline

Mental 
Health

Physical
Health

Emotional
Health

30% 37% 33%
Thirty percent of

respondents noted a
decline in mental health

 

Thirty-seven percent of
respondents noted a

decline in physical health
 

Thirty-three percent of
respondents noted a

decline in emotional health
 

In the last two years, 63% of church leaders found
themselves turning to personal sin vices more than before

63%



The 
Loneliness 
Epidemic

61% 71%

61% of respondents said
conversations with other

leaders was the most
important contributor to
their leadership growth.

Of the respondents who didn’t
answer this way, 71% said they

didn’t feel they had other
leaders they were close enough
to relationally to process with.



Checking Out

vs. vs. 

Energized

Checking Out

Almost half of respondents said
they are energized by the vast
majority of their vocational life.

55.7% of church leaders actively pursued leaving ministry
or tried to walk out the vocational door altogether.



Future Church Arriving

When thinking about the next 5
years, leaders are most energized by:

 

Leaders believe the biggest threats
to the in the next 5 years are:

 

51% say creating a
discipling culture

41% say a new season
of growth & outreach

62.7% say turning
passive attenders
into disciple-makers

32% say transitioning
to new forms of
church



Schedule a Call

If you’d like to learn more about our Innovation Labs and how we help leaders build
successful ministries that scale, you can watch our explainer video, get more
information and download an info packet at our Lab website page. Then let's set up
a call and talk more!

 

Want to explore some more?
Check out Catapult's Innovation Labs.

https://wearecatapult.org/innovationlabs/
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